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FACE OF DOE

1. Rajkumar

Music Teacher

RPVV, Sec-19 Dwarka, Delhi

He has initiated various activities in the school to promote Indian classical music among the

younger generation. He participated in Kala Sanskriti Utsav organised by the Hindi Academy

Delhi. He was conferred with ‘Pandit Nikhil Banerjee Smriti Sangeet Samman’ for participating

and giving outstanding performance in the competition held in 2020.

He participated and performed well in the Republic Day celebration ‘Ek Salaam Desh Ke Naam’

on 26 January 2021. He has held the record for longest Marathon Sitar player in Guinness Book

of World Records by playing non-stop for 32 hours and 20 minutes.

2. Suman Arora

Lecturer Mathematics

RPVV, A-6 Paschim Vihar, Delhi

She has got certification in the National Mathematics Olympiad. She has also worked as a

Resource Person for newly promoted PGTs. She was an active member for the review and update

of support material for class 12 mathematics of the Year 2021-22.

Her continuous support for peer teachers and students helped 23 students to get selected in IIT

JEE Mains out of which five students cleared IIT Advanced and got admission in prestigious

universities.

SPECIAL AWARDS

3. Bharti Kalra

Vice Principal

Sarvodaya Co-ed Vidyalaya, Sec-8 Rohini, Delhi

She has been instrumental in mobilizing help for the students whose parents could not afford

smartphones to their wards for taking online classes affected by covid-19 pandemic. Her efforts

got smartphones to 321 students; the majority of those were the students of class 10 and 12.

Her help has been central for the performance of the students in the Board Examinations 2021.

4. Sarita Rani Bhardwaj

Lecturer Political Science

Sarvodaya Co-ed Sr. Sec. School, Mangolpuri, Delhi

Ms. Bhardwaj has made innumerable efforts in reaching out to the students who could not be

contacted on phone for online classes during COVID-19 pandemic. She took help from the
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community to find students of her 6th class while she was a TGT in Paschim Vihar school. She

has also provided worksheets to the students who did not have smartphones for online classes.

SCERT/DIETs

5. Dr. Dinesh Kumar

Assistant Professor / Principal,

DIET - R.K Puram

Presently Dr. Dinesh Kumar is working as Principal in DIET R K Puram. He is M.Com. M.Ed., NET

and Ph.D. Education. He has vast experience of teacher education of 25 years.

His area of specialization is Work Education, Community Participation and School Leadership. As

a dedicated academician he has been instrumental in establishing the only rural DIET,

Ghumanhera in Delhi.

6. Dr. Meena Sehrawat

Assistant Professor

DIET - Ghumanhera

Dr. Meena Sehrawat is working as an Assistant Professor in DIET Ghumanhera, SCERT, Delhi and

has done MA English, MPhil English, M.Ed. & Ph.D. in Education. Apart from these degrees she

holds two certified courses from TESOL. She has 22 years of working experience in and around

the educational field. Her arena of specialization is English Language Education, School

Leadership & Management, Research and Training.

7. Dr. M. M. Roy

Assistant Professor

DIET - Ghumanhera

Dr. M.M.Roy is working as an Assistant Professor in DIET Ghumanhera. He is M.Sc. Chemistry,

M.Ed., M.Phil. Education and Ph.D. Education. He has vast experience of 21 years of school and

teacher education. His area of specialization is Science Education, Environmental Studies,

Research and Material development.

8. Dr Raj Kumar Srivastava

Assistant Professor

DIET Dilshad Garden

Dr Raj Kumar Srivastava has been associated with DIETs and SCERT since the last 21 years, in the

Capacity of Lecturer in the Curriculum, Material Development & Evaluation and now he is

Assistant Professor of Geography in the Curriculum and Pedagogy Department at DIET Dilshad
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Garden. His research articles have been published at the National Level Journals and also in the

field of Pedagogical practices of Social Sciences and Environmental Education.

9. Dr Vikram Kumar

Lecturer

DIET - Moti Bagh

Dr. Vikram Kumar started his career with NCERT in 2014 before moving to SCERT, Delhi in 2016

and subsequently has spent his tenure in DIET Daryaganj and currently working with DIET Moti

Bagh. He has done Ph.D Education, MA in Educational Planning and Administration, M.Sc.

Physics and M.A. Education. His area of specialization is science education, school leadership and

management, educational planning and administration, minority education, art education and

ICT.

ASSISTANT TEACHER

10. Arjeet Kaur

Assistant Teacher

EDMC Nursery School, Krishna Nagar, Delhi

Ms. Kaur believes that her responsibility as a teacher is not only to impart education, but also to

engage with the community and society as a whole and provide holistic education to the

children.

She prefers to teach young minds the importance of diversity and the manners to respect each

other’s culture. She performs her duties with utmost dedication and professionalism.

11. Lalit Kumar

Assistant Teacher

EDMC Primary School, Garhi Mendu, Delhi

Mr. Kumar is passionate about accomplishing the tasks assigned to him. He demonstrated his

dedication towards his work during Covid times and earned many accolades for the same.

He has done commendable work towards nurturing young minds by creating a joyful

atmosphere in his classroom.

12. Manju

Assistant Teacher

SDMC Primary School, Indra Park, Delhi

Being an Assembly Incharge of her school, Ms. Manju introduced the activity ‘learn a new word’

daily. She first lays out the learning activities of her lesson plans and then tries to make learning
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joyful for the students through storytelling, puppets, rhymes etc. Her objective is to, thus, instill

a desire to learn and achieve in her students.

She continuously works towards helping her students gain skills such as communication,

listening, collaboration, adaptability, empathy and patience to make them responsible citizens of

our country.

13. Meenu Mendiratta

Assistant Teacher

EDMC Primary School (Girls), Khichripur, Delhi

She has been working as a nursery teacher in MCD schools for the last 31 years. She is a very

confident, positive and helpful teacher and thus is very popular among students and parents.

Her biggest achievement is the polite way of working with many people, organizations and

young students.

She has been a member of the team which has conceptualized the Early Childhood Education Kit

by the Department of Elementary Education, NCERT.

14. Richa Batra

Assistant Teacher

Govt. S.K.V (Kamdhenu), Mangolpuri, Delhi

As a teacher, she has been creative and spontaneous. She believes in making her classes

effective through her communicative skills.

She has always taken an extra step forward by adopting innovative teaching methods. She is the

Primary Incharge of the school and displays leadership, managerial and organizational skills

effectively.

15. Santosh Sharma

Assistant Teacher

SDMC Pratibha Vidyalaya, Madhu Vihar, Delhi

Ms. Sharma is dedicated towards making her teaching technique innovative and interesting. She

believes that creativity is important for making learning fun.

Being a coordinator of Vigyan Club and Eco club, she always includes a scientific approach in her

teaching, thus attempting to work towards children’s holistic development.

16. Sarita Rani

Assistant Teacher

SDMC Primary School, Roshan Pura, Delhi
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With Ms. Rani’s dedication towards helping all her students achieve good marks, she

continuously attempts to make her teaching innovative and interesting. Her sincere efforts have

brought remarkable results not only in academics but-sports and cultural fields too.

She is a strong advocate of making her classroom activities joyful for her students.

17. Archana Dua

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

Govt. SKV. Dallupura, Delhi

She is the Primary and E-Magazine Incharge of her school. She organizes interactive Parental

Workshops and PTMs in her school on a regular basis.

She believes in creating awareness among her students for environment protection and has a

great sense of responsibility, devotion and dedication in performing all duties assigned to her.

18. Kavita

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

North DMC Primary School (Girls), Qutub Garh, Delhi

She has conducted regular online classes for her students and has been successful in motivating

them to participate in various competitions.

She is a dedicated, energetic and diligent teacher. Her students have won many prizes at Zonal

and State level in co-curricular activities.

19. Madhu Kaushik

Assistant teacher (Primary)

North DMC Pratibha Vidyalaya (Girls), Haiderpur, Delhi

Ms. Kaushik is working as a mentor in MCD schools. She believes in building a strong emotional

connection with her students and has taken various steps to stay connected with them including

home visits and regular phone calls.

Her sincere efforts have helped the school secure positions in co-curricular activities.

20. Nidhi Jindal

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

North DMC Pratibha Vidyalaya (Co-ed), Saraswati Vihar, Delhi

She uses diagnostic check-ins to make effective lesson plans and adjusts her teaching methods to

suit each child’s requirements.

She has gone beyond the regular duties of a teacher and has taken multiple initiatives to

undertake all tasks assigned to her.

21. Pooja Sharma

Assistant  Teacher (Primary)
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North DMC Pratibha Vidyalaya (Co-ed), Nangloi Village, Delhi

She believes in using fun methods for her classroom teaching. She prefers to develop

communication skills and cooperative peer learning among her students.

Ms. Sharma actively participates in all school activities and also encourages her students to

express their views through art work.

22. Poonam

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

Govt S.V. (Rana Partap), New Rajinder Nagar, Delhi

She is the Primary Incharge of her school and is instrumental in organising various competitions

and activities for students of primary classes.

She is very creative in her classroom teaching and learning process and therefore, uses

innovative teaching methods to make learning joyful for her students.

23. Rakhi Bisht

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

North DMC Pratibha Vidyalaya (Co-ed), Pitampura, Delhi

She is a hardworking and a dedicated teacher who believes in building strong connections with

her students. She has successfully used various ICT methods to enhance the teaching - learning

process in her classroom.

She enthusiastically takes part in co-curricular activities and also encourages her students to do

the same.

24. Richa Chahal

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

Govt. S.K.V, ‘C’ Block, Sultanpuri, Delhi

Ms. Chahal never fails to organize cultural competitions in school for her students. She

undertakes innovative playway strategies to improve the teaching - learning process.

She is the Primary Incharge of her school and has taken initiatives to bridge the information and

communication gaps between parents and school. She is an inspiration for her students and is

highly dedicated.

25. Sumit Sahni

Assistant Teacher (Primary)

North DMC Pratibha Vidyalaya (Co-ed), Mansarover Garden, Delhi
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He is well known for adopting joyful techniques in his classroom teaching which has helped him

connect with the students on a personal level. He regularly participates in activities related to

the protection of the environment.

He has actively worked for the content development team of EVS.

DRAWING TEACHER

26. Hemlata

Drawing Teacher

Govt. Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalaya, Kalyan Vas, Delhi

She is a very hardworking, sincere teacher and is always ready to take new initiatives in the

school. She is ever ready to provide guidance and support to the students and believes in

developing the innate potential in each child.

She motivates the students to use artwork for their expressions.

27. Raj Kumar Ghosh

Drawing Teacher

RPVV, Ludlow Castle, Raj Niwas Marg, Delhi

He has shown considerable dedication and sincerity towards the students and is always ready to

take responsibilities.

He actively participates in awareness campaigns in the school and helps to inculcate artistic

values among his students. He has successfully organized art and craft classes through digital

modes.

28. Shailendra Kumar Sharma

Drawing Teacher

Govt. Sarvodaya Bal Vidyalaya, Chirag Enclave, Delhi

He works closely with students and prepares them for co-curricular activities to enhance their

creativity and enthusiasm. As the editor of the school magazine, he tried to fill the magazine

with technical and attractive arts with his graphics and computer knowledge.

Through his continuous efforts, many students have taken admission in the College of Arts. He is

a source of inspiration to his students.

EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE COUNSELLORS

29. Shilpi Gupta

EVGC

SKV, A -Block, Defence Colony
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She is the YUVA helpline Incharge and District Nodal Officer. Ms. Gupta has been working on

improving the infrastructure management of the helpline along with investing her energy into

detailed analysis of call records and thus attempting to make the helpline more child friendly.

The helpline has helped many students to deal with stress during the pandemic.

She has been managing courses in the Career Portal for the Directorate of Education successfully.

HEAD MASTER/VICE - PRINCIPAL/PRINCIPAL

30. Saumya Anurup Sharma

Head Master (Middle)

Arwachin Bharti Bhawan Sr. Sec. School, Vivek Vihar, Delhi

Her contribution in scholastic and co-scholastic fields has been outstanding. Her motivation,

enthusiasm and zeal inspire other members of her school community as well.

She has also been involved in various activities related to the protection of the environment. Her

positive outlook makes teaching and learning interesting and meaningful.

31. Sujata Maleyvar

Head Master (Primary)

Springdales School, Dhaula Kuan, Delhi

She is actively involved in planning and execution of both academic and co - curricular activities

while monitoring the progress of students personally. She believes in empowering teaching

through online mode and adopting inclusive practices in the classroom.

She ensures as a team leader that teachers of her school excel in their subjects and stay

professionally updated by regularly participating in in - service capacity building training

programmes.

32. Dr. Sunita Bhardwaj

Vice Principal

SKV Nangloi, Delhi

She takes keen interest in better management of resources and development of human

resources for a better teaching-learning process. She advocates professional development for

her teachers and herself sets an example by undergoing various capacity building programmes.

She successfully runs night shelters, food distribution and vaccination centers in the school

campus.

33. Dr. Atul Kumar

Vice Principal

S.V. Kakrola, Delhi
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He has created a positive work culture by instilling a high motivation level among the staff

members and the school children. He initiates various measures to improve the academic

environment.

He also works as a panelist for SCERT. The overall result of the school has improved under his

guidance.

34. Jayanti Gupta

Vice Principal

S.V. (Shaheed Captain. Sanjeev Dahiya), Sect -09 Rohini, Delhi

She has successfully used various teaching learning strategies in her school. The School result

has considerably increased under her guidance. She believes in building a strong staff by

motivating and recognizing their efforts. She pays special emphasis on promoting the art and

habit of reading among the students.

35. Dr. Sukhvir Singh  Yadav

Vice Principal

Govt- Co –Ed – SV., Rohini Sector-21, Delhi

He believes in 'Starting small’ to bring desired changes in the attitude, behavior and practice of

the staff student alike. He ensures community participation for all school activities.

He is Nodal incharge at the Hunger relief camp of his school. The overall result of the school has

increased.

36. Sita Visweswaram

Vice Principal

SKV, Mohan Garden, Delhi

She has contributed in using various innovative teaching learning methods. She has worked very

hard in organizing various activities for students. She has created a conducive environment in the

school. She pays special emphasis on enhancing the classroom teaching techniques.

37. Anil Kumar

Vice Principal

GBSSS  SU- Block, Pitampura, Delhi

He firmly believes in stimulating the work energy of both the students and the staff and

enthusiastically works for professional development. He believes in creating a conducive

academic environment for the teaching learning process in his school.

He personally takes interest in reducing the dropout cases and enhancing discipline among the

students.
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38. Dr. Satyaveer  Singh

Vice Principal

SV Surhera, Delhi

Under her entrepreneurial guidance, the school has excelled in many areas. A ‘Jigyasa Petika’ has

been installed in school for providing young learners a platform to satisfy their curiosity and

desire to learn beyond curricular boundaries. In this the students can ask any question which has

helped to inculcate the habit of questioning.

39. Harkesh

Vice Principal

Govt. Co-ed SV, Dichaon Kalan, Delhi

Under his supervision, the main focus of the school has shifted from result to development of

the human beings who have the ability to live in harmony with self, family, society and nature.

His efforts have been instrumental in increasing the student enrolment in the school. He believes

in the development of human values in his students.

40. Dr. Sunil Kumar Arora

Vice Principal

Govt. Co-ed SV, Ram Pura, Delhi

He has been successful in establishing RAA lab, Video Shooting Corner for teachers, Kitchen

Garden for Primary and Middle Class students and training of teachers on use of technology in

academics. There has been continuous improvement in the academic performance of the school.

41. Vinita Bahal

Vice Principal

SKV - Pandara Road, Delhi

She believes in developing leadership within the system. Delegation of work and responsibilities,

making teachers and students more responsible and diligent in their duties. Under her guidance

the school has shown considerable improvement in the CBSE Board result.

42. Sonu Nijhawan

Vice Principal

GGSSS ‘C’ Block Sangam Vihar, Delhi

She has motivated parents and the students alike to participate in various school activities. She

guides teachers to be sensitive and understand the problems of CWSN students in particular. She

has also attended various seminars and workshops to hone her skills and is a result- oriented

facilitator.
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43. Kanika Sachdeva Govi

Vice Principal

Delhi Public School, Sec – 24, Rohini, Delhi

She has successfully conducted parents’ workshops on handling adolescence and ‘gaming

addiction’. She has envisioned ‘Ekjut’ – a festival of social initiatives where each class is

connected with a social cause. She is a creative thinker and is passionate about making a

difference through education. She is a hardworking and  a sincere teacher.

44. Rashmi Raj Baswal

Principal

DAV Public School, Delhi

She believes in using various teaching pedagogies and innovative learning strategies. She has a

clear vision to develop high level trust between schools and various stakeholders holders and has

a strong sense of love and belonging to her organization. The school has shown remarkable

improvement under her leadership.

45. Raj Veer Singh

Principal

SBV, C - Block, Yamuna Vihar,  Delhi

He has taken a number of initiatives in organizing parents-teacher meetings on a regular basis.

He likes taking care of the environment and even lead a team by organizing ‘Gamla Dan Divas’

for the students. He is equally meticulous in adhering to the growth graph of school results.

46. Malini Narayanan

Principal

Army Public School, Delhi

She has been a Resource Person for school leadership development plans for the Army Welfare

Education Society as well as for the CBSE. Under her guidance the school has turned green by

generating 390 Kilo watt of solar energy which caters to the entire electricity needs of the

school. She is a strong advocate for the environmental protection programmes.

47. Sheetal Maan

Principal

Modern Convent School, Delhi
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She has successfully used flipped classroom strategies to enhance the academic environment of

the school. She ensures use of technological skills among her school staff. The quality index of

CBSE School results has increased under her leadership.

48. Sujata Tamta

Principal

SKV No. 1, Molar Band, Delhi

Ms. Tamta is a strong advocate of using decentralization of the power and encourages two-way

communication to know strengths and capabilities of the staff and motivates them to work on

goals as their personal achievement. She develops rapport with the students so that they feel

motivated and don’t feel hesitant to share their ideas and problems.

49. Sunita Rahi

Principal

SKV, Jafrabad, Zeenat Mahal, Delhi

Under her guidance and supervision the school becomes the hub of enriching learning activities.

She encourages both the students and the teacher to make the teaching - learning process joyful

and enriching. The School result has shown improvement. She prefers a solution centric

approach.

50. Omlata Singh

Principal

SV (Rana Pratap), SV New Rajender Nagar, Delhi

She uses cooperative learning as an effective tool for enhancing the academic learning process in

the school. She has taken various innovative steps to bring about qualitative changes in the CBSE

result. Under her guidance the school has won many Mental Math quiz awards at the State

Level.

51. Sangeeta Jay

Principal,

SKV B - Block Nand Nagari, Delhi

She has facilitated student - parental counselling at cluster level under SSA. Teachers in her

school have been encouraged for team work (collaborative teaching) through subject clubs and

share online projects. The students of the school have obtained remarkable positions at various

levels in Co-Curricular activities.

52. Deepa Singh

Principal
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GSSS, New Rajender Nagar, Delhi

Ms. Singh pays special attention to various strategies to ensure that all students are able to read

grade - appropriate texts and solve basic math operations. Her school transformational story has

been published under Compendium of Success Stories by SCERT.

53. Sanjay Bhartiya

Principal

Nav Bharti Public School, Delhi

The school has taken different measures to improve the academic environment which has

helped in developing a positive teaching learning atmosphere. He is a strong leader and has

played an important role in qualitative changes in the overall development of teachers and

students. He pays special attention to strengthen the fundamentals of education.

54. Dr. Jyotsana

Principal

Queen Global International School, Delhi

She has undertaken comprehensive reading programmes in her school. Mini classroom libraries

have been designed to inculcate reading habits among the students. She is the recipient of

various international awards. The students of her school have participated and secured positions

in various competitions.

55. Sarwat Parveen

Principal

SDMC Pratibha Vidyalaya, Vishal Enclave, Delhi

She has motivated her school staff to aspire for the best. Under her leadership, the students

have achieved outstanding results and praiseworthy achievements in Zonal, Inter Zonal and State

level Competitions. She strongly believes education is the tool through which one can change

the world.

LECTURER

56. Monika Sachdeva

Lecturer Biology,

Darshan Academy, Delhi

She is the academic coordinator, resource person, head of the school’s science faculty and a

teacher trainer who constantly strives for excellence.
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She motivates the students to participate in activities to help develop their skills. She has

engaged students in various online research and survey programmes to develop their interest in

e-waste management.

57. Garima Bhutani

Lecturer Chemistry

KIIT World School, Saraswati Vihar, Delhi

She is an innovative educator. In a span of almost a decade her growth has been phenomenal. As

an academic coordinator of the school, she has been closely involved in planning and

implementation of numerous strategies. Her leadership quality is one of her many strengths.

58. Harpreet Singh

Lecturer Chemistry

RPVV, Nai Basti, Kishan Ganj, Delhi

He has shown exemplary performance in promoting science based activities and innovative

teaching methods. With his continuous efforts his students have scored 100% results in the

Board examination.

He has earned respect and admiration by serving as a role model for his students.

59. Archana Bajaj

Lecturer Commerce

Vikas Bharati Public School, Sector 24, Rohini, Delhi

For her motivation is like food for the brain, it needs continual and regular top ups’. She always

looks forward to embracing new ways of imparting knowledge and to develop in her learners the

capability of overcoming challenges in life.

60. Sapna Charha

Lecturer Commerce

Modern Public School ‘B’ Block, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi

Ms. Charha believes in experiential learning and has made a Science and Mathematics Park

named ‘Aadhar’ to showcase working and static models.

She has conceptualized several innovative & educational programmes to establish relationships

with parents and community members. She encourages collaborative learning and use of ICT

techniques.

61. Jitendra Kumar Sharma

Lecturer Computer Science

Govt. Girls Sr. Sec. School, Khajoori Khas, Delhi
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He thinks out of the box when it comes to the teaching learning process. He motivates other

teachers to develop a growth mindset and has the best leadership qualities.

He is resourceful and dedicated because of which he has been selected as Teacher Development

Coordinator.

62. Dr. Richa Verma.

Lecturer Computer Science

KIIT World School, Saraswati Vihar, Delhi

She undertakes various pedagogical teaching approaches and comprehensive assessment

techniques to enhance the academic performance of the students.

She is an advocate of inclusive education and believes in the participation of each student. She

has in - depth experience in academics as well as administration and thus, actively collaborates

with institutions abroad.

63. Dr. Amit Singh Khokhar

Lecturer Economics

RPVV,  I.P. Extension, Delhi

He is a dedicated, hardworking and an innovative teacher. He ensures that his students excel in

academics as well as co-curricular activities.

He organizes brainstorming sessions, giving students enough opportunities to generate quality

ideas and also learn to take pride in sharing their ideas and opinions. He guides students to seek

acceptances and respect for individual differences.

64. Abhilasha

Lecturer English

GSKV, New Friends Colony, Delhi

She has guided her faculty members to adapt new teaching strategies for an effective

teaching-learning process. Her efforts with students have yielded good results and students’

CBSE Board result has improved remarkably.

She motivates them to excel in all fields. She has introduced a number of new innovative

activities in her school.

65. Sangita Biswas

Lecturer English

DAV Public School, Srestha Vihar, Delhi

As Head of Council and Co-curriculum activities Ms. Biswas organized an immense number of

events and inter-school competitions.
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This is the result of her sincere efforts that her students have shown excellent results in Board

Exams. Many of her students have won various competitions at different levels.

66. Sunil Dutt Mamgain

Lecturer Fine Arts

SBV No 1, Sarojini Nagar, Delhi

He takes keen interest in developing the artistic values among his students. He has created a wall

of expression in the school where students' art work has been displayed. Due to his efforts the

school hall has been converted into an art gallery.

Being a member of the school Management Committee he takes keen interest in developing

contact with both the parents and students alike.

67. Bhawna Jain

Lecturer Geography

GGSSS Khajoori Khas, Delhi

Ms. Jain’s focus has been inclusion of innovative techniques in the teaching learning process. The

teachers are guided to prepare qualitative assessment during the ART meetings.

Being the TDC, she has successfully connected with all the students under her guidance along

with their parents. Her class’s CBSE Board result has been consistently good.

68. Bijender Kumar Sharma

Lecturer Geography

Govt. SBV, West Vinod Nagar, Delhi

He is a very enthusiastic teacher who is highly dedicated to his career. He believes in using ICT

for making his class room teaching process interesting. He is an active member in the school and

participates in various school functions. His articles have been published in various journals and

magazines.

69. Dr. Ajay Kumar Jha

Lecturer History

Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya. Wazirpur Village, Delhi

Mr. Jha strongly believes in making classroom teaching as child-centric and integrates ICT in the

classroom. Being the Teacher Development Coordinator and convenor of SMC, he regularly

conducts various teachers – parent workshops.

He advocates individual and collaborative teaching methods and therefore, his CBSE board result

has shown remarkable improvement over the years.

70. Tej Pal
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Lecturer History

GSV Hiran Kudna, Delhi

He takes keen interest and regular initiatives for organizing workshops for parents through SMC

meetings. He has written many books on sports, especially on wrestling. He is a sincere and

hardworking teacher with versatile capabilities. His class results have shown considerable

improvement due to his efforts.

71. Dr Shalini Garg

Lecturer Home Science

Govt. Co-ed Sr. Sec. School, Bhajanpura, Delhi

Ms. Garg encourages self learning among her students and uses self reflection and child centred

techniques in her classroom teaching. She prefers to use easy teaching learning methods so that

her students can learn easily.

Her result has shown a constant increase over the years. She is the teacher who actively

supports good health among her students and takes part in various awareness campaigns.

72. Shilpi Goel

Lecturer Home Science

Govt. Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalaya, New Friends Colony, Delhi

Working as TDC, Ms. Goel is the overall incharge of conducting PTM & SMC meets. She worked

as a team member of Core Academic Team of Home Science support material.

She even looks a step ahead to get the reorganization of Home Science as a Subject.

73. Snigdha

Lecturer Home Science

Govt. Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalaya, Moti Bagh -1, New Delhi

She has made sincere efforts to motivate the students and counsel them to participate in

extracurricular activities and ensure all round development of their personalities.

As a result of her initiatives many students participated in competitions and qualified for state as

well as national level competitions. She uses various classroom pedagogies to enhance the

teaching learning processes.

74. Ajmer Singh

Lecturer Mathematics

Govt. Boys Sr. Sec. School No. 4, Sarojini Nagar, Delhi

Mr. Singh’s working style is reorganizing things to make it work better, identify a problem and

solve it. He comes up with new ideas to improve things, to develop and implement new
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procedures or systems. He is an innovative problem solver with a leadership mindset and focuses

on all his students. His ultimate goal is to increase efficiency in his students.

75. Poonam Gera

Lecturer Mathematics

DAV Public School, Sreshta Vihar, Delhi

As an educationist, Ms. Gera always tried to contribute to the development of society. According

to her, each child has different learning needs and requirements so she tries to incorporate

Mathematics with other fields such as Art, Sports, Computer Science and Music.

She successfully maintains the culture of attaining 100% results, every year in the Board Exam.

76. Shikha Gautam

Lecturer Mathematics

ITL Public School, Sec – 9, Dwarka, Delhi

She loves to add ‘game elements’ in the teaching of mathematical concepts thereby

transforming traditional learning to joyful learning and making mathematics fun for students.

She believes in increasing the level of student engagement in classroom activities. She does

reciprocal teaching to enable students to have a firm hold on concepts and to develop the skill to

deliver with confidence.

77. Mukesh Kumar

Lecturer Mathematics

G.B.S.S.S., Prashant Vihar, Delhi

He is dedicated to career building and holistic development of the students. He has shown

excellence not only in academic activities but also in various co-curricular activities and he

himself has qualified for world Masters Athletics in 100 Mtr. & 400 Mtr. He is a strong advocate

of building sportspersonship in his students.

78. Richa Tuli

Lecturer Physical Education

Bal Bharti Public School, Dwarka, Delhi

Ms. Tuli takes keen interest in developing the sports infrastructure of her school. Due to her

motivation and persistent efforts a basketball field and tennis courts have been built in the

school. As a result of her diligent coaching students have brought levels in the field of sports,

especially in the National Rope Skipping Championship. She has also conducted virtual

tournaments to keep the morale high of her students.

79. Mridu Gupta
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Lecturer Physics

GGSSS Braham Puri, Delhi

She has played a pivotal role in organising the school’s alumni meetings. She attempts to create

inclusive classrooms which also helps in enhancing student retention. She goes out of the way

to help students and her zeal for teaching is appreciable.

80. Seema Nagpal

Lecturer Physics

Salwan Public School, Mayur Vihar, Delhi

With a vision of empowering through learning, Ms. Nagpal faces the challenges with

perseverance and dedication. She always intends to give her best of the knowledge to the

students so that they can reach their full potential while developing self-awareness, self

confidence and self discipline to take ownership for their own learning.

81. Anil Kumar

Lecturer Physics

Govt. Co-ed Sr Sec School, RK Puram, Sec -5,  Delhi

He believes in inculcating real world experiences into his instructions and makes the teaching

learning process joyful. He relates and demonstrates real life situations for his students.

He believes in using various multimedia platforms for educational purposes. His students are

getting consistent good results in CBSE board exams. He is a sincere and dedicated teacher.

82. Devinder Kumar

Lecturer Physics

RPVV, Paschim Vihar, Delhi

He has a natural inclination of counseling and guiding his students to compete for various

national level professional examinations. He is good at relating the concepts of physics to

everyday life thus making the topics interesting.

His students have cleared JEE and NEET exams and got admissions in B.Tech. His enthusiasm,

calibre and versatility make him a good teacher.

83. Yesh Vir Singh

Lecturer Physics

RPVV, Sector-11, Rohini, Delhi

He is always ready to take challenges and eager to learn and update himself in his subject and

also in his profession. He is eager to lead from the front and to increase his professional domain.
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He has tried to develop an environment of learning which has resulted in continuous growth in

the school’s performance.

84. Tushar Saluja

Lecturer Political Science

SBV Narela Delhi & CAU

He has been an illustrious, dedicated, sincere and devoted teacher who always commanded love

and respect from colleagues and students. Punctuality, regularity, effectiveness of speech and

brevity are the virtues that he maintains.

He has indeed been a mentor, friend and nurturer. He carries a pleasant demeanor that makes

him approachable to his students as well as colleagues and has inspired his team to go that extra

mile to bring a positive change in the field of education.

85. Anil Kumar

Lecturer Sanskrit

Govt. Boys Sr. Sec. School, Tikri Kalan, Delhi

He is an impressive source of motivation for his students. He has been conferred with Sahitya

Ratan Samman 2020 because of his significant contribution for the upliftment of Hindi and

Sanskrit language and Literature among the teaching fraternity.

86. Devender Singh

Lecturer Sociology

GBSSS No-1, Keshavpuram, Delhi

He adopts different modes of teaching methods including audio-video and age-appropriate

activities for different levels as per understanding of students. He is an active member of the

NCC Delhi team. With dynamic leadership quality, he has been able to motivate the students to

achieve high standards in the field of academics as well as sports.

LIBRARIAN

87. Bindu Bhatt

Librarian

SKV No1, East of Kailash, Delhi

She is a dedicated and hardworking librarian who makes efforts to inculcate reading habits

among students. She has successfully organised ‘Reading Mela’ in her school and the library in

the school is well maintained and  stocked with knowledge related books.

88. Rajesh Dahiya
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Librarian

VCSG, SBV, J Block Saket, Delhi

He is dedicated and hardworking. The school library is well maintained and stocked with good

books and study materials. He regularly organizes Reading Mela in the school and encourages

students to participate in various co-curricular activities related to book reading.

MENTOR TEACHER

89. Bhavna Sawnani

Mentor Teacher

She has shared best practices from India and Abroad with the teachers and provided support in

terms of notes, support material and question papers for practice. Her work includes designing

and conducting workshops as Master Trainer for TGT Science of different districts, orientation of

TDCs and HOS of various districts on “Use of social media in Education” by DOE. She has

conducted workshops on Focused syllabus of Science for the Science teachers of District East.

90. Meenu Gupta

Mentor Teacher (TGT English)

Besides providing onsite academic support to five mentee schools and facilitating numerous

workshops across Delhi. She has been instrumental in continuous professional development of

English language teachers through coordinating and supporting various flagship programmes .

She has done extensive work as a language expert in content development with apex

organisations such as NCERT, SCERT, CIET and CCRT and has been a part of language textbooks

for students of class X and various teacher manuals.

MUSIC TEACHER

91. Garima Gupta

Music Teacher

Govt. Girls Sr. Sec. School No.3, Sarojini Nagar, Delhi

She is an asset for the school. It goes without saying that she works extremely hard for the

school and the students. She takes up each work as a challenge and brings it to a fruitful

culmination.

Ms. Gupta voluntarily takes up new challenges and all events work. With her sincere efforts and

innovative practices she was able to connect with 200 schools online for Kala Utsav.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS/SPORTS TEACHERS

92. Lalit Kumar

Wrestling Coach

Chhatrasal Stadium

Sh. Lalit Kumar bags the great prestige of being a wrestling coach to the Silver Medalist

Olympian. Ravi Kumar Dahiya in the recently held Tokyo Olympic 2020. Lalit Kumar has been

working at Chhatrasal Stadium as a wrestling coach on contract basis since 2013. He has

acquired a Diploma in NIS. He has also worked as coach in Rajiv Gandhi Sports Complex from

2010-2013. Lalit Kumar has imparted coaching to award winning wrestlers like Sumit Kumar

(Arjun Awardee) and Amit Kumar Dahiya (Olympian, Arjun Awardee).

93. Sumit Bhatia

Coach Sports Branch

Sh. Sumit Bhatia is PGT(PE) and Coach in Sports Branch. He is a Postgraduate with a total 21

years of working experience. He holds an M.PED and NIS certificate. He was coach of the Indian

Women Kho-Kho team in 2016. His students participated in 64 National with 30 positions. His

students represented India and participated in International Level tournaments.

94. Ajit Singh

P.E.T.

South West - B

Sh. Ajit Singh has to his credit many achievements in official Sports Meet, teachers Tournament

National School Games. His students have secured positions in games like Carrom, Thangta,

Tennis, Football, Volleyball, Kabaddi & Wrestling. He is a hard working and a sincere teacher.

95. Archana Arya

P.E.T.

South East

Archana Arya is working as PET in GGSS School No.3 Badarpur Delhi. She has a total working

experience of 09 years in DoE. 14 students of her school participated in National Level games

and 14 students of her school participated at State Level games and 50 students participated

and got positions at Zonal Level games. She has exemplary qualities of Leadership and

Sportsmanship.

96. Dinesh Pratap Jaiswal

P.E.T.

North
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Sh. Dinesh Pratap PET has been working in GBSS Burari since 2008. He is a graduate in Physical

Education and has coached 25 students who participated in National Games in various

disciplines. 39 students of his school participated at State Level and 229 students participated at

Zone Level Sports. The school won the zonal championship under his leadership. He is a

dedicated and dynamic teacher.

97. Jasvinder Kaur Vats

P.E.T.

West - B

Ms. Jasvinder Kaur Vats is working as PET at GGSSS Hastsal New Delhi. She has done B.PED with

total services of 21 years. Her students participated in 19 National Level with 10 positions. With

19 participations at State Level holding 12 positions in Inter Zonal 62 participations.

98. Krishna Meena

P.E.T.

North West - B

Sh. Krishna Meena has been a dedicated, outstanding Teacher. She has been in the front row of

all sports games and yoga activities. She has been instrumental in getting zonal Kho-Kho

championship and has sent students to International Khelo India, National Level championship.

99. Naresh Mann

P.E.T.

West - A

Sh. Naresh Mann is working as PET in Govt. Sarvodaya (Co-ed) Vidyalaya L-Block, Hari Nagar

since 1989. He has a working experience of more than 30 Years in DoE, Twenty Two students

participated at State Level Games and Hand Ball, Baseball teams prepared by him got positions

in Zonal Sports Competitions.

100. Praveen Nagar

P.E.T.

East

Sh. Praveen Nagar has been working as P.E.T in Govt. Co.ed Sr.Sec School Chilla Village since

2008. He has a working experience of 13 years in DoE. He is a Postgraduate with a certificate

course in Net Ball Sports coaching. Two students participated at Zonal Level and nine individuals

got positions in zonal sports competitions. He is a versatile coach and very active teacher.

101. Dr. Rekha Yadav
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P.E.T.

South West - A

Dr. Rekha Yadav has been working in GSKV Mahipalpur since 2008. Her total teaching experience

in DoE is thirteen years. She herself has participated in many International and National Games

as Manager for SOFTBALL Games.

With her support, four students participated at International Level, fourteen students

participated at National Level and 100 Students participated at Zonal Level.

102. Ritu

P.E.T.

South

Ms. Ritu is working as P.E.T in GGSS Lado Sarai New Delhi. She is a Postgraduate with a total 12

years of experience at DoE. She represented several times as coach/Manager in National School

Games and Khelo India Games.

Her students have participated in athletics, sports and yoga competitions holding positions in 30

Zonals, 5 positions in Inter zonals and 5 positions at National Level. She

103. Sunil Kumar

North West - A

He is a National Level Volleyball player and has been working for 12 years now. His students have

participated in 8 National Level positions, 38 Interzonal positions and 80 Zonal positions..

104. Sunita Chaudhary

P.E.T.

Central/New Delhi

Ms. Sunita Choudhary has been working as PET in Khrist Raja Secondary School Bangla Sahib

Marg New Delhi since 2002. Her total teaching experience with DoE is 19 years. One student

under her guidance participated in International Shoto Cup Karate - Do. She is a very

hardworking, sincere and dedicated teacher. Nine teams of her school got positions in Zonal in

sessions 2018-19 and 2019-20. In Individual events/games, 19 students got positions in Zonal

Competitions.

105. Yashpal Chauhan

P.E.T.

West - A
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Sh. Yashpal Chauhan is a devoted, hard working and humble teacher. His efforts reflect in the

achievements of his students at Zonal and District Level. His important contribution lies in

maintaining and inculcating a sense of discipline and duty among the students.

PGT - SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS

106. Neelam Sharma

PGT S.E.T

SKV Moti Bagh – I

She has done B.A (Hons.) from Delhi University and commenced her journey in Special Education

by enrolling in Diploma in Special Education from National Institute for the Mentally

Handicapped (NIMH-Delhi) and further completed her B.ED (Special Education - IGNOU). She is

also a Post Graduate (M.A.) in History from Himachal University. She has also done a Certificate

Course in Guidance from IGNOU.

107. Stuti Gaur

PGT-SET

Govt. Co-ed  SSS, Lajpat Nagar

She is a commerce graduate from Delhi University and further did Diploma in Special Education

from National Institute for the Mentally Handicapped (NIMH-Delhi). She later has B.ED (Special

Education-IGNOU) & M.ED (SNDT University-Mumbai). She is also a Post Graduate (M.A.) in

Psychology from IGNOU.

TGT

108. Anita Yadav

TGT English

Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya, C -block Mangolpuri, Delhi

Her main focus is to build strong interpersonal relationships with her students. She believes in

inculcating leadership qualities in her students and has been using various innovative

experimental and joyful learning methods in making the teaching learning work interesting and

effective. She is a dedicated and helpful teacher.

109. Neetu Chhabra

TGT English

School of Excellence, Rohini Delhi

She is the Teacher Development Coordinator of the school. She has initiated integrated teaching

- learning modules in her school. She uses innovative pedagogies to enhance the
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teaching-learning experience of her class. She has worked as a team member of the class X

support material development team. She is presently a Mentor Teacher.

110. Parikshit

TGT English

Primary Branch

He is a sincere and dedicated teacher who has been part of the teams for the development of

support materials for Hindi and EVS for primary classes. He has also been part of various student

centric activities being undertaken by the Directorate of Education.

He is an active member of the primary branch and is also involved in coordinating the online

worksheets under the ongoing teaching learning process. He has been instrumental in organizing

and coordinating the works of Primary incharges in Sarvodaya Vidyalaya. He has helped in the

development of various tools such as NIPUNN to assess the learning levels of the students.

111. Vandana Yadav

TGT English

Govt. Co-ed. Sr. Sec. School, Pochanpur, Delhi

Ms. Yadav has acquired the qualities of a teacher from her parents who were both teachers. She

always keeps learning and using new pedagogical skills to help her students in gaining quality

learning and making them good human beings.

Apart from academic achievements she holds multiple charges in school and is an asset to the

school.

112. Sheveta Seth

TGT English

GSKV, A- block Keshavpuram, Delhi

She is a strong advocate of using technology in everyday classroom teaching. She is an active

member of the School Management Committee and is in constant contact with the students and

the parents.

She is a diligent, collaborative and competent teacher who is an inspiration to her students. She

takes keen interest in the personality development of the students.

113. Renu Bala

TGT Hindi

Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya, Sector – 08 Rohini, Delhi

She believes that teaching is a lifelong commitment to learning new knowledge and skills. She

uses creativity, innovation and pedagogy in education, curriculum development, role play,
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effective teaching and learning. She believes that integrated education has a positive impact on

student’s performance.

114. Km. Sushama Kumari

TGT Hindi

Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya, Dallupura, Delhi

She is appreciated and admired for great sense of responsibility, devotion and dedication in

performing the duties assigned to her despite being physically challenged. She believes in the

overall development of personality of her students. She is a hard working and a dedicated

teacher.

115. Gargi Chhabra

TGT Mathematics

Darbari Lal DAV Model School, Pitampura, Delhi

Her focus has been to impart life skills and value education and empower children to ensure

holistic development. She believes in continuous Professional Development with the philosophy

of exploring, learning, collaborating and sharing.

116. Manisha  Pavi

TGT Mathematics

GSKV Adarsh Nagar, Delhi

She is a very energetic and dynamic teacher. She is an ardent advocate of cooperative learning

strategies and play-way revision tools for teaching mathematics. She uses art integration in

teaching her subject and has been selected for the Fulbright TEA program.

117. Ashok Kumar Singh

TGT Mathematics

Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya, Sect- 2, Rohini, Delhi

A versatile personality in the society, he believes in human values virtue, compassion,

brotherhood, patriotic values, love for environment and affection towards the students.

He has always been a devoted teacher and has achieved many awards namely Sahitya Ratna

Award, Kavya Shree Samman, Dinkar Sahitya Samman and various district level, state and

national level awards.

118. Dr. Madhvi Agrawal

TGT Mathematics

SKV. (Ravindra Nath Thakur), East Vinod Nagar, Delhi
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She is a self motivated person who has a desire to learn, share, inspire and get inspired by

others. She is dedicated and works very hard in executing her role as a mentor.

She is quick to observe the requirements and establishes a plan of action to provide the solution.

She is very well organized and is respected for her work ethics in her school.

119. Priyanka Suri

TGT Natural Science

Govt. Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalaya, H- Block, Ashok Vihar, Delhi

She is a passionate, sincere and dedicated teacher. She wishes to extend her capacities to

empower her students to become responsible citizens and lead a happy & successful life. She is

an energetic and helpful teacher.

120. Ritika Aggarwal

TGT  Natural Science

Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya, Shadi Khampur, Delhi

She is a very sincere, dedicated and hard working teacher. She has given 100% results in class X

for the last three years. She has been motivating and guiding students for participation in

national science exhibitions at different levels. The students are regularly motivated and

encouraged for improving their performance in both curricular and extracurricular activities.

121. Preeti

TGT Social Science

GGSSS  Pocket A- 5 &6 Narela, Delhi

She has contributed to the development of teachers’ handbook of happiness curriculum in Hindi.

Being the mentor teacher, she regularly visits her mentee schools. The board results in her

mentee schools have shown marked improvement and she has been instrumental in the

successful implementation of spoken English programs in her schools and is presently working as

assistant professor in SCERT.

122. Vishal Kumar

TGT Social Science

Govt. Boys Sr. Sec. School, Sangam Vihar C-Block, Delhi

Due to his sincere efforts and able guidance, Mr. Kumar’s students have shown 100% results in

Board Exams. He is always ready to contribute to the overall development of the society and to

work for such students who were unable to continue further studies. He is a tech savvy teacher

and has developed new techniques for the students like websites. He has been working as a

computer operator in ‘surveillance hub’ Saket.


